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Abstract 

Background. A multicentre Study in Survivors of type B aortic dissection undergoing 

Stenting (ASSIST) compared both 1-year outcomes and evolution of true and false lumen, 

e.g. remodelling, in patients with complicated type B aortic dissection subjected to TEVAR 

with distal true lumen scaffolding by self-expanding Nitinol open stent in comparison to 

TEVAR alone. 

Methods. ASSIST was a multicentre prospective single arm study comparing clinical and 

imaging data from 39 consecutive patients (age 59.4 ± 13) who received TEVAR and the 

JOTEC E-XL open stent to matched controls treated with TEVAR alone based on 1:1 

propensity score matching. Clinical data were collected by an independent CRO and CT 

images were subjected to blinded core-lab analysis.    

Results. There was no difference in baseline demographics, clinical profiles, morphological 

data, procedural details and in-hospital and 1-year outcomes between groups. Differences 

emerged with regards to evolution of both true lumen distal to stent-graft, false lumen over 

the entire length of dissection, and remodelling (p<0.001). At 1-year TEVAR with E-XL 

revealed false lumen thrombosis at the level of celiac trunk in 53.8 versus 17.9 percent with 

TEVAR alone (p=0.004). Kaplan-Meier survival analysis indicated favourable clinical 

outcomes with additional E-XL. 

Conclusions. TEVAR for acute complicated type B aortic dissection proved safe and 

promoted remodelling of the stent-grafted thoracic aorta. Additional scaffolding of true 

lumen distal to TEVAR with a self-expanding stent supported distal true lumen expansion, 

false lumen regression and thrombosis with evidence of improved distal remodelling at 1-

year.  
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Over the last decade endovascular management of complicated type B aortic dissection 

(cTBAD) has emerged as treatment of choice.(1-3) However, despite early relief of aortic 

branch malperfusion and prevention of rupture, TEVAR alone may not solve problems of 

retrograde false lumen perfusion via distal re-entries, and late aneurysmal degeneration.(4-6) 

Additional placement of uncovered stent distal to stent-graft has been demonstrated to be 

beneficial for managing visceral, renal or lower limb malperfusion cTBAD. (7-10) However, 

the incremental impact of bare stent extension on both the false lumen and the process of 

distal remodelling is largely unknown. While early reports on distal realignment (8-10) 

appear promising, ASSIST is the first systematic comparison between standard TEVAR and 

self-expanding uncovered stent added to TEVAR in cTBAD with a view on procedural safety, 

aortic remodelling and 1-year outcomes.   

Material and Methods 

Study design 

ASSIST is a multicentre prospective single-arm study conducted at 6 European centres 

between 2012 and 2014 comprising 39 patients with cTBAD and evidence of malperfusion 

managed by additional placement of E-XL stent (JOTEC GmbH; Hechingen, Germany) 

following TEVAR. Patients were followed-up with CT at discharge, 3 month and 1 year. 

Study endpoints were procedural safety, device performance, in-hospital and 1-year 

outcomes as well as formation of false lumen thrombosis and remodelling. Results were 

compared to39 propensity score matched controls (11) (from a contemporary multi-

institutional database, 1:1 nearest-neighbour matching within a specified calliper width 

(0.01)) treated with commercial stent-grafts only. Matching criteria were based on clinical 

presentation, dimension of dissected aorta, age and sex. The term clinical presentation 

encompassed clinical malperfusion, race, smoking and the Charlson comorbidity index 
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(including diabetes mellitus and COPD). Ethical approval was obtained from the Ethics 

Committee at each participating institution; all patients gave written informed consent.  

Patient Selection     

Patients were considered “complicated” according to established criteria (12). Lower 

extremity hypoperfusion was defined by abnormal pulses in conjunction with leg pain, pallor, 

paraesthesia, or paralysis; spinal cord hypoperfusion as noted by altered motor function 

possibly attributed to transient spinal cord ischaemia or abdominal/renal malperfusion. More 

subjective signs like uncontrolled hypertension or persistent pain were also categorized as 

complicated dissection in some patients. (13, 14) 

Procedures and devices 

Procedures were performed under general anaesthesia. Size and length of stent-grafts were 

chosen at the discretion of each operator after interactive image analysis and oversizing of 

>10 percent was avoided. Distal extension of the endovascular true lumen scaffold was 

achieved by deployment of one additional E-XL, or two if needed. (Supplemental Table 1) 

The E-XL bare stent (figure 1) comes in various diameters and lengths of 100 or 130mm, is 

single flared for use in dissection, and highly flexible with a cell-size of 6x7mm. 

Follow-up protocol 

Contrast-enhanced CT was performed at discharge, 3 months and 1 year alongside serial 

clinical assessment. Outcome parameters included 30-days and 1-year mortality and 

morbidity, CT evidence of thrombosis and remodelling over 1 year, and were collected in all 

39 patients, whereas one CT scan was missing at 1-year follow-up. 

Image Analysis 
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All CT images were subjected to core laboratory analysis by two experienced cardiovascular 

radiologists independently using TERARECON software (Aquarius iNtution, Foster City, 

CA) at Ospedale Regionale di Lugano Civico, Lugano, Switzerland (15). Remodelling of 

dissected aorta was assessed by dimensional changes of false lumen, true lumen, and total 

aorta, as well as alteration in the state of false lumen thrombosis between pre- and post-

procedure. Remodelling required true lumen expansion, false lumen thrombosis at a given 

level and at least no progression of total aortic dimensions after index TEVAR.(16) The aorta 

was divided in 3 segments: first, the thoracic aorta from LSA to distal end of stent-graft; 

secondly, to the celiac trunk; and third, from celiac trunk to aortoiliac bifurcation. Aortic 

dimensions in the descending thoracic and abdominal aorta were manually obtained by 

delineating aortic dimensions at each slice level for true lumen, false lumen and total aortic 

diameter; those levels were chosen in analogy to other studies to allow comparison. 

Data management and Statistical Analysis  

All clinical and morphological data were collected from participating centres by an 

independent CRO (Koehler eClinical GmbH, Germany); statistical analyses were performed 

using SAS software (release 9.2, SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Kaplan-Meier analysis was used 

to estimate freedom from all-cause mortality. Analysis of aortic remodelling was carried out 

using a general linear model to account for the procedure effect as adjudicated by core-lab. 

Paired t-test and McNemar test were used to compare the study group to propensity-score 

matched controls (17). Continuous descriptive variables were reported as means±SD, 

categorical variables were reported as percentages; p-value < 0.05 was considered significant.   

 

Results 
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Cohort characteristics 

Baseline demographics, anatomic parameters and clinical characteristics were similar 

between ASSIST patients (n=39) and matched TEVAR only controls (n=39). All patients 

qualified as cTBAD with at least one high risk feature; Charlson Comorbidity Index 

documented similarity between both groups (Table 1). 

Procedural details 

Procedure duration was similar (96.9 ± 46.1 versus 90.1 ± 29.4 mins; p=0.31) and not 

prolonged with additional deployment of E-XL. (Table 2) Ancillary procedures were evenly 

distributed with LSA bypass in 7 controls versus 6 in ASSIST (p=0.761). There was a trend 

to shorter intensive care and in-hospital stay in ASSIST. Early post-procedural events within 

24 hours were transient or required side-branch stenting in 2 controls and 1 ASSIST patient. 

(Table 2) 

Aortic dimensions 

True lumen analysis:  A mixed model was used to assess changes in luminal dimensions 

within each group. At the thoracic aorta both groups revealed significant increase in true 

lumen diameter from pre-procedure to 30 days and from 30 days to 1 year. At celiac trunk 

level the increase in true lumen diameter was less pronounced with TEVAR (from 10.6 ± 

6.33 to 14.1 ± 4.88 mm at 30 days, and 17.9 ± 15.09 mm at 1 year) compared to TEVAR + E-

XL (from 13.8 ± 5.11 to 25.0 ± 4.28 mm at 30 days, and 26.8 ± 6.11 mm at 1 year). True 

lumen expansion at this level was better with E-XL with 25.0 ± 4.28 mm in ASSIST versus 

14.1 ± 4.88 mm in controls at 30 days (p<0.0001) and maintained at 1 year at 26.8 ± 6.11 

versus 17.9 ± 15.09 mm in controls (p<0.0001). (Supplemental Table 2) 
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False lumen analysis:  At thoracic level both groups demonstrated a significant decrease in 

false lumen thickness at 30 days with further shrinkage at 1 year. The effect on false lumen 

was more pronounced in ASSIST patients achieving a false lumen diameter of 3.9 ± 6.06 mm 

in the upper, and of 5.0 ± 7.05 mm in the lower thoracic aorta at 1 year (suggestive of 

thoracic remodelling); this compares favourably with TEVAR reaching 13.9 ± 13.53 and 13.1 

± 12.67 mm, respectively after 1 year (p=0.0007, and p=0.008). Interestingly, at celiac trunk 

level false lumen thickness decreased to 9.1 ± 6.59 in ASSIST versus 18.0 ± 6.56 mm in 

controls at 30 days (p<0.0001) and even further to 7.5 ± 7.45 versus 19.2 ± 7.15 mm in 

controls at 1 year (p<0.0001). (Supplemental Table 2) 

Dimensions of the total aorta:  The total diameter of the dissected aorta at LSA level was 

reported quite similar to controls both at baseline and during follow-up. Similarly, no 

difference was seen at mid-thoracic level and celiac trunk level. The ASSIST group did 

reveal an unchanged total aortic diameter over 1 year both at the distal thoracic and upper 

abdominal level, whereas TEVAR alone was accompanied by an expansion of total diameter 

to 35.1 ± 5.68 mm at celiac trunk level compared to 30.4 ± 10.1 mm at baseline (p=0.006). 

(Supplemental Table 2) 

False lumen thrombosis and remodelling 

Table 3 summarises false lumen thrombosis and remodelling related to time after intervention 

and anatomic location. While the prevalence of false lumen thrombosis was not different 

between groups upper and lower thoracic aorta (thoracic aorta exposed to stent-graft) both at 

30 days and 1 year, the aorta at celiac trunk level revealed a difference with 16 ASSIST 

patients (41%) showing false lumen thrombosis versus only 5 TEVAR patients (12.8%) at 30 

days (p=0.02), increasing to 21(53.8%) versus 7(17.9%) at 1 year (p=0.004). The prevalence 

of complete thrombosis, partial thrombosis and persistent false lumen perfusion at various 
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level of the aorta is summarised in Figure 2 and shows a trend to more complete false lumen 

thrombosis over time in ASSIST with high prevalence of complete false lumen thrombosis in 

the upper thoracic aorta. (Figure 3)  

Outcome and Survival analysis 

There was no periprocedural fatality; the low rate of post-procedural and later events was 

equally distributed between groups. (Table 2) Kaplan-Meier survival estimates (Figure 4) 

trended toward improved survival in ASSIST. Both treatment strategies reveal an early 

hazard period followed by a plateau at a slightly earlier stage in ASSIST.  

Comment 

The ASSIST study investigated both safety and efficacy of self-expanding Nitinol-based E-

XL open stent as extension to any commercial stent-graft in the setting of acute cTBAD. 

Clinical results and radiological evidence of aortic expansion, false lumen thrombosis and 

remodelling over 1 year were reassuring when compared to matched controls subjected to 

TEVAR alone. With no periprocedural mortality the intraprocedural complication rate was 

low in both groups reflecting both skilled operators and safe stent deployment; thus, the 

delivery of additional E-XL® did not portend any short-term risk and resulted in relief of 

signs and symptoms of malperfusion in all but 1 case, requiring a side branch stent within 24 

hours, while 6 patients had received pre-emptive revascularization of the LSA. The low 

overall mortality in ASSIST was not unexpected as procedure-related retrograde dissection, 

stent-induced rupture or side-branch occlusion were not observed. All-cause mortality was 8% 

at 1 year in in cTBAD with evidence of malperfusion in most cases; this outcome compares 

favourably with patients subjected to TEVAR only with a mortality of 15% (p=0.20), and 

trends better than previously published results with TEVAR alone in the same setting. 

Cambria et al. reported 50 cases of complicated distal dissection (18) with 12% 1-year 
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mortality, and the multicentre US-IDE Valiant study (19) demonstrated 15%1-year mortality. 

Conversely, the ASSIST 1-year outcomes data are somehow similar to recent a series with a 

1-year mortality of 5.8% (20), but with malperfusion present in less than 50%, and with 

lower rates of false lumen thrombosis at both thoracic and abdominal levels. Most 

importantly, ASSIST showed outcomes better than current standards of 10.8% 30-day point 

estimated mortality as a performance goal for single-arm investigative device trials on 

treatment of cTBAD, defined by a multidisciplinary committee (12) and guideline 

expectations (21). 

ASSIST compares to STABLE (dedicated stainless-steel dissection device as an open 

scaffold distal to stent-graft) with a similarly low 30-day mortality of 5.5% and 1-year 

mortality of 7.7%, (9) with however more neurological complications and reinterventions; 

conversely, ASSIST experienced no neurological (cerebral or spinal) events at all. STABLE 

and ASSIST are similar in so far as both focus on dual benefits of managing side-branch 

malperfusion and promoting false lumen thrombosis. The characteristics of the bare stents 

used in those trials however are different; the Nitinol-based single-flared self-expanding stent 

appears less traumatic and advantageous in realigning the distal/abdominal dissection lamella 

thereby arresting its flapping motion without compromising access to side branches. 

Whereas patients in STABLE benefitted from the composite device in terms of relief of 

malperfusion and early survival (9), no substantial effect was seen on promoting distal false 

lumen thrombosis or remodelling after 1 year both in STABLE I (22) and STABLE 

II(23)(with further growth in 15 of 39 patients in the aortic segment exposed to the COOK® 

dissection stent) compared to TEVAR alone (24).  In ASSIST, however, using a self-

expanding Nitinol-based single-flared stent as an adjunct to any commercial stent-graft, 

complete false lumen thrombosis was documented in 16 patients (41.0%) at 30 days, and 21 

patients (53.8%) at 1 year; complete false lumen thrombosis in the upper and lower thoracic 
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aorta was present in 84.6 and 79.5% at 1 year (similar to findings in our control group and in 

recent reports) (Figure 4). Moreover, no late expansion was noted at the level of the 

abdominal aorta in ASSIST, whereas in STABLE the aortic lumen diameter was 33.2 ± 6.6 

mm with the open dissection stent, compared to 28.5 ± 7.0 mm (p=0.003) with TEVAR alone 

(9). Various explanations may play a role for better distal false lumen thrombosis in ASSIST. 

Firstly, the Nitinol-based bare stent may improve alignment and re-apposition. Secondly, 

narrower spacing between Nitinol struts (cell size 6 by 7 mm) and a uniform radial force may 

expand the true lumen better and thereby stabilise the aorta. In fact, the functional features of 

Nitinol probably mimic the concept of STABILISE (9) without the need to disrupt the 

dissecting lamella (10), quasi auto-STABILISing with better potential for long-term 

apposition and remodelling (Figure 3). It appears unlikely that a greater length of stent-graft 

(covered stent) may have contributed to improved remodelling since the average length was 

23,6±3 cm (with a target of 20 to 25 cm) and similar in controls. 

With ASSIST clearly showing safety and favourable outcomes in cTBAD, a self-expanding 

open stent component added to TEVAR was confirmed for the first time to promote late 

aortic remodelling without the risk of an increased rate of procedure-associated complications. 

Early experience with ASSIST compares favourably with early results of the STABILISE 

technique, which requires balloon post-dilation of an open dissection stent and disruption of 

the lamella with potentially unknown risks (10). On aggregate, ASSIST not only 

corroborated the concept of PETTICOAT and STABLE in malperfusion (8, 25, 26), but 

seemed to promote distal false lumen thrombosis and remodelling without the risk of side 

branch obstruction or disruption of the lamella (27). 

Limitations 
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ASSIST offers comparison with propensity-score matched controls, but it is essentially a 

single-arm study reporting the initial experience in cTBAD; thus, the study is inevitably 

underpowered for outcomes and even safety considerations. A randomized study, however, is 

unlikely to recruit within the lifecycle of a device iteration considering the low incidence of 

cTBAD and inherent difficulty with randomising. Moreover, randomized previous studies in 

TBAD were always underpowered with regards to outcomes (28, 29). Instead, ASSIST is 

essentially a proof of concept study demonstrating feasibility and safety of the combination 

of any commercial stent-graft with self-expanding bare stent in the setting of cTBAD with 

positive impact on distal remodelling. This beneficial effect was documented by core-lab 

analysis of true and false lumen dimensions, rather than by more sophisticated area or volume 

analysis. Nevertheless, volumes, areas and dimensions are expected to correlate (22, 25, 30), 

and blinded core laboratory analysis to avoid bias. 

Conclusion 

ASSIST showed TEVAR with additional distal bare stent extension (using self-expanding 

Nitinol stent) of acute cTBAD is safe, efficient and likely to promote thoracic and abdominal 

aortic remodelling. The additional E-XL stent supports distal true lumen expansion and 

false lumen regression with enhanced distal remodelling in half of the patients. Thus, the 

concept of self-expanding stent placed distal to stent-graft seems to portend beneficial early 

effects managing malperfusion and late effects in promoting distal remodelling; this concept 

warrants further exploration in controlled randomized trials or compulsory international 

registries.  
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Table 1 

Cohort Characteristic  

 TEVAR TEVAR + E-XL P 

Age 63.0±12 59.4±13 0.208 

Male 30 (76.9%) 30 (76.9%) 0.999 

Race    

  White 38 (97.4%) 38 (97.4%) 

0.999 

  non-White 1 (2.6%) 1 (2.6%) 

Smoking 12 (30.1%) 13 (33.3%) 0.808 

Cocaine use 1 (2.6%) 2 (5.2%) 0.559 

COPD 11 (28.2%) 10 (25.6%) 0.799 

Hypertension 37 (94.9%) 36 (92.3%) 0.646 

Hyperlipidaemia 22 (56.4%) 23 (59.0%) 0.819 

Heart failure 1 (2.6%) 1 (2.6%) 0.999 

Diabetes mellitus II  5 (12.8%) 8 (20.5%) 0.362 

CAD 10 (25.6%) 11 (28.2%) 0.799 

CKD 8 (20.5%) 5 (12.8%) 0.362 

PAD 2 (5.2%) 3 (7.7%) 0.646 

Charlson Comorbidity Index 5.5±3.0 5.6±3.1 0.908 

Time from onset to treatment, day 5.5±4.9 5.7±5.0 0.859 

High risk Features    

  Early expansion 19 (48.7%) 16 (41.1%) 0.495 

  Malperfusion, clinical 30 (76.9%) 30 (76.9%) 0.999 

       Lower extremity 30 (76.9%) 28 (71.8%) 0.604 

       Spinal 4 (10.3%) 6 (15.4%) 0.498 

       Renal/abdominal 3 (7.7%) 4 (10.3%) 0.999 

  Impending rupture 23 (59.0%) 16 (41.0%) 0.113 
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  Recurrent pain 26 (66.7%) 30 (76.9%) 0.314 

  Refractory hypertension 23 (59.0%) 16 (41.0%) 0.113 

  At least one risk feature 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 0.999 

Max diameter of dissected aorta 5.4±1.0 5.3±0.9 0.644 
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Table 2 

Procedural and post-procedural events  

 TEVAR TEVAR + E-XL P 

Procedure Time (skin to skin) (min) 96.9±46.1 90.1±29.4 0.440 

General Anaesthesia 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 0.999 

Rapid pacing for stent-graft delivery 39 (100%) 39 (100%) 0.999 

Blood loss (ml) 350±39 198±36 <0.001 

Contrast agent used (ml) 210±75 170±66 0.015 

Ancillary procedures     

   Side branch stent 2 (5.2%) 1 (2.6%) 0.999 

   LSA bypass 7 (17.0%) 6 (15.4%) 0.761 

   LSA occlusion with vascular plug 2 (5.2%) 2 (5.2%) 0.999 

   Fenestration procedure 1 (2.6%) 0 0.999 

   Cerebrospinal drain 2 (5.2%) 1 (2.6%) 0.999 

Intensive care stays (mean) (d) 5.9±11.6 3.2±2.98 0.166 

Hospital stay (mean) (d) 21.3±17.6 16±10.4 0.111 

Early post procedural events (within 24 Hrs)   

   Haematoma at access 1 (2.6%) 2 (5.2%) 0.999 

   Stent-graft migration 0 1 (2.6%) 0.999 

   Upper/lower limb ischaemia 1 (2.6%) 1 (2.6%) 0.999 

   Arrhythmia 0 2 (5.2%) 0.494 

   Acute renal failure 0 1 (2.6%) 0.999 

   Aorto-venous fistula 1 (2.6%) 0 0.999 

Late post procedural events (after 24Hrs)   

   Aortic rupture 0 1 (2.6%) 0.999 

   Lymphocele 0 1 (2.6%) 0.999 
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30 days mortality 2 (5.2%) 1 (2.6%) 0.999 

Need for reintervention/surgery (with 1 year) 1 (2.6%) 1 (2.6%) 0.999 

1-year mortality 7 (17.9%) 3 (7.7%) 0.176 

2 years mortality 7 (17.9%) 3 (7.7%) 0.176 
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Table 3 

False lumen thrombosis (CTA)     

 TEVAR (n=39) P intra TEVAR + E-XL 

(n=39) 

P intra P 

Proximal SG level (LSA)      

  baseline 2 (5.1%) <0.0001 

* 

3 (7.8%) <0.0001 * 0.19 

  30 days 28 (71.8%) <0.0001 

** 

29 (74.4%) <0.0001 ** 0.99 

  1 year 31 (79.5%) 0.453 

*** 

33 (84.6%)† 0.179 *** 0.5 

Distal SG level      

  baseline 0 <0.0001 

* 

0 <0.0001 * / 

  30 days 25 (64.1%) <0.0001 

** 

26 (66.7%) <0.0001 ** 0.99 

  1 year 26 (66.7%) 0.99 *** 31 (79.5%)† 0.07 *** 0.39 

Celiac trunk level      

  baseline 1 (2.6%) 0.125 * 0 <0.0001 * 0.99 

  30 days 5 (12.8%) 0.031 

** 

16 (41.0%) <0.0001 ** 0.02 

  1 year 7 (17.9%) 0.453 

*** 

21 (53.8%)† 0.07 *** 0.004 

*: baseline vs 30 days, **: baseline vs 1 year, ***: 30 days vs 1 year, † Follow-up CT imaging at I year 

was available in 38 patients. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Display of a Jotec E-XL open stent with a length of 130mm and a width of 30 mm; 

the device is available in lengths of 100 and 130 mm with a proximal diameter of 18 – 40 mm 

and a distal diameter of 14 – 36 mm after release. The closed cell structure at both ends (with 

a 6 by 7 mm cell) provides stent-to-vessel fixation avoiding migration; the central segment 

with an open cell structure allows maximum flexibility and modulation of the vessel course. 

Visible tantalum markers at both ends facilitates precise deployment. 

(https://www.jotec.com/en/products.html) 

 

Figure 2. False lumen status at different level and time in TEVAR + E-XL group. Status of 

the false lumen with regards to thrombosis before, early and late post deployment of TEVAR 

in combination with Nitinol-based open stent (E-XL). 

 

Figure 3. CT images of a case from ASSIST group. Transverse and reconstructed CT 

tomograms of an ASSIST patient before (upper row), early after (centre row) and late after 

(lower row) TEVAR + E-XL. Note the respective anatomic level of the aorta from left to 

right. All levels reveal significant remodelling with false lumen thrombosis, reabsorption and 

reorganization of the dissected aorta. 

 

Figure 4. Kaplan-Meier curve estimate of (all cause) survival in ASSIST (red); the survival 

analysis of a propensity-score matched group treated by TEVAR only is also shown in blue. 

 










